The Summer Campaign against Russia, 1915
The movements were difficult to carry out, and took up a great deal of time; they imposed a tremendous strain on the troops, for the roads and weather were bad and hindered progress. The infantry divisions were not able to relieve the cavalry divisions quickly enough in their foremost positions. With their weak artillery they were unable permanently to hold Smorgon. The latter place was recaptured on the igth by forces from Vilna after a plucky resistance on the part of the ist Cavalry Division.
The Russians had realized the danger which threatened them, and brought up reinforcements by rail to the region east of Dvinsk; these reinforcements very soon made their appearance to the south of that town. The railway via Polotsk to Molo-detchno was not used. From Lida and Slonim, on the other hand, they were able to wheel and effect a wholesale withdrawal in the direction of Molodetchno with their infantry, and towards Dokschitzy with their cavalry. The great Russian frontal retreat out of Poland into West Russia had, unfortunately, progressed so far that their troops which had been brought up north were able to reach the Vilia in time. The German enveloping movement came to a-standstill here. Its strength was insufficient to overcome the enemy resistance. The Russians, for their part, crossed the Vilia north of Molodetchno for a counter-attack, but were also unable to get forward. In the meantime the German frontal attack had made but slow progress. The Russians were not able to hold Vilna against this pressure, and retired slowly, fighting along the whole front. The German offensive had still enough impetus to carry it to the region west of Smorgon, the western Beresina and the neighbourhood ot Baranovici and Pinsk.
During the gradual advance from Vilna on Smorgon, I saw clearly that the operations would have to be broken off. A continuation of the movement was out of the question. In the long run it was impossible to keep the left wing of the loth Army so far forward in face of the hostile cavalry, which was pressing in increasing strength upon all sides to oppose our attempt to break through. We had to prepare our winter quarters and
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